
Website Accessibility Audit Service 
by Satur9 
Cumbria LEP (thecumbrialep.co.uk) – 15th October 2020 

Satur9 Web Design (us/we) has been commissioned by Cumbria 
LEP (you) to provide a Website Accessibility Audit for 
thecumbrialep.co.uk (the website). 

The language used in this report is intended for the editorial, design and 
development teams of Cumbria LEP.  

Primarily it is designed for developer use due to its technical 
documentation, but should ostensibly be readable and understandable by 
anyone, and has been written wherever possible with that in mind. 

================================================= 

Copyright 
This report was produced exclusively for Cumbria LEP and its associates, and must not be 
reproduced in whole or in part without the consent of the original author(s). 

– (c) Satur9 Web Design, August-October 2020. 

================================================= 
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Introduction: What is Web Accessibility? 
Web Accessibility is the process of adherence to design and development 
guidelines, which enable the most amount of people to make use of the 
Internet and web applications, regardless of physical or cognitive ability. 

The W3C’s (World Wide Web Consortium) Web Accessibility Initiative 
(WAI) developed technical specifications and guidelines to describe such 
accessibility solutions. 

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (or WCAG) – developed by the 
W3C/WAI – expanded these guidelines alongside advancements in 
technology. During the web’s very early days, they were just that: 
guidelines. However, various communities and countries have over that 
time adopted these guidelines and are now considered international 
standard. Their ‘2.0’ version is currently an ISO standard: ISO/IEC 40500. 
In the W3C’s own words: 

“When websites and web tools are properly designed and coded, 
people with disabilities can use them. However, currently many 
sites and tools are developed with accessibility barriers that make 
them difficult or impossible for some people to use. 

Making the web accessible benefits individuals, businesses, and 
society.” 

(source: https://www.w3.org/WAI/fundamentals/accessibility-intro/) 

‘Accessibility’ does not mean – nor apply only to – a selective group of 
people we may typically intuit when invoking this term.  

For example, many people experience reduced or strained eyesight, or 
apply personal device preferences/settings when they consume content 
online. We have all likely, at some point or another, found a website to be 
fiddly or confusing to use – and often at the very moment we hoped it to 
be simple and logical.  

A website or application (app) which is poorly designed or implemented 
can potentially hinder any user – of any age or ability – of your website. 
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The clearer definition of ‘accessibility’ might therefore be: accessibility 
applies to potentially everyone. 

If you are interested in gaining a broader understanding of the range of 
users and technologies used to access the web, we highly suggest the 
following short videos found on the W3C’s WAI ‘perspectives’ page: 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/perspective-videos/ 

================================================= 

What is WCAG? 
There are three levels of accessibility compliance in the WCAG ruleset, 
which reflect the priority of support:  

• A – ‘Minimum Support’ 
If this isn't met, assistive technologies may not be able to read, 
understand, or fully operate the page or view. 

• AA – ‘Ideal Support’ 
Required for European Union Government and Public Service 
websites. Levels A and AA Success Criteria's are satisfied. 

• AAA – ‘High Support’ 
This is typically reserved for websites and web apps which serve a 
specialised audience. Levels A, AA and AAA Success Criteria's are 
satisfied. 

These rulesets are further divided into sets of ‘Principles’. These organise 
the guidelines into genre, so that for the most part they can be tackled in 
a logical sequence. They are described as follows: 

• Principle 1 – Perceivable 
– Information and user interface components must be presentable to 
users in ways they can perceive. 
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• Principle 2 – Operable 
– User interface components and navigation must be operable. 

• Principle 3 – Understandable 
– Information and the operation of the user interface must be 
understandable. 

• Principle 4 – Robust 
– Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted by a 
wide variety of user agents, including assistive technologies. 

A quick-reference list of these Principles, as well as the full WCAG itself, 
can be found at: https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/ 

================================================= 

Regulations & Compliance 
Regulations came into force on 23 September 2018 which state that all UK 
Public Sector websites or mobile apps must:  

• Meet level AA of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 
2.1) as a minimum; 

• Work on the most commonly used assistive technologies - including 
screen magnifiers, screen-readers and speech recognition tools; 

• Include people with disabilities in user research; 

• Have an accessibility statement that explains how accessible the 
service is. 

(source: https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/helping-people-to-use-your-service/making-your-
service-accessible-an-introduction#meeting-government-accessibility-requirements) 

The full name of the new regulations is the Public Sector Bodies (Websites 
and Mobile Applications) (No. 2) Accessibility Regulations 2018. 
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There is no such thing as a 100% accessibility-compliant website. Your 
website accessibility statement may even say as much. 

In recent times (particularly since ‘Accessibility’ has become a hot-topic 
within the sector due to the rise of regulations), some companies and 
consultants aware of this now claim to offer ’99.9% accessibility-
compliance’: a statement only marginally less nonsensical. 

Accessibility is not a badge of honour. It instead should be seen as an on-
going responsibility to all of your users (to those you have already 
considered, and to those you may never have considered previously) – to 
strive for the best standards in order to make their experience as pleasant 
and easy as possible when accessing your information or services. 

================================================= 

The Audit 
As part of the Audit Service, Satur9 has: 

• Tested all key features and key sections of your website, using 
appropriate testing tools/devices and guidelines. We have highlighted 
where either the website fails the WCAG 2.0/2.1 ‘A’ & ‘AA’ standard, 
or requires improvement; 

• Where there are failures or errors, provided descriptions or references 
of what needs to change or be implemented for the WCAG standard 
to be passed; 

• Given direct code corrections or descriptive examples of how the 
standard can be passed where possible; 

• Produced an Accessibility Statement template which can be applied to 
the Cumbria LEP website, based on the completed results of this audit. 

================================================= 
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The Report Format 
Rather than follow the ‘Principles’ sequencing of the WCAG guidelines 
(which often mixes different criteria areas together), this report orders the 
results of the audit into 14 distinct sections. This ordering helps keep the 
document more human-readable, but should also allow your design, 
development and editorial teams to organise and separate the tasks in a 
more logical, user-friendly away. 

Each time the audit found an error, it was recorded here in the report.  

In accordance to the rules the Cumbria LEP website is required to meet, 
only WCAG 2.0/2.1 ‘A’ and ‘AA’ errors are listed: not ‘AAA’ at this time. 

In some instances, suggestions are made which are not related to the AA 
guidelines, or are simple bug reports. 

Additionally, and for brevity, instances where the website passed a test are 
not listed: only the errors are recorded. Indeed, it is worth stating that 
many tests passed successfully during the audit, but they are not shown 
here. 

The layout format of each report listing (as listed in the Index Of 
Contents) is structured as follows: 

0.0: The internal reference number. 
Location/Description: A description of the issue(s), and which pages or areas it 
is present on the website. 

Examples: A sample (but not exhaustive list), of URL examples where this 
issue(s) is present, for reference. In some cases, screenshots are given for 
additional context. 

WCAG 2.1 (X): Confirmation of the WCAG test failure, whether A, AA or AAA. 

Criterion: A description of the WCAG criteria, and how this criteria should be 
met. 

Fix: A description of the solution(s) you should implement to fix this issue(s). In 
some cases, a code sample is given to provide additional context to the 
developers. 
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Reference(s): Key reference materials which explain the issue in further detail 
from official documentation; recommended tools to be used; or relational 
material for assistance to the developer. Sometimes, WCAG 2.0 documentation 
is referenced. For 2.1 specifics, those links are referenced. 

================================================= 
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2. VISUAL APPEARANCE 

2.1 
Location/Description: Ensure resizing of text is functional, and does not break 
layout or legibility of content (all pages). 

Examples: 

(The screenshot above is of a browser (Firefox 78.1.0esr, OS X) with text size increased to 200%. 
Note the main navigation becomes difficult to read at this size, whereas other elements are lost 
altogether.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Except for captions and images of text, text can be resized without 
assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content or functionality. 

Visually rendered text, including text-based controls, can be scaled successfully 
so that it can be read directly by people with visual disabilities, without requiring 
the use of assistive technology such as a screen magnifier. 
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Fix: Eliminate fixed height values in your CSS. Allow content to scale and 
expand areas without break-outs. Test pages and sections by increasing your 
browser’s text size to 200% and ensuring all content is still legible and 
accessible. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.4 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-
scale.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#resize-text 

================================================= 

2.2 
Location/Description: OS and browser accessibility display modes need to 
allow suitable contrast across the website (all pages). 

Examples: 

(The screenshot above is of a browser (Firefox 78.1.0esr, OS X) with Accessibility settings set to 
‘Invert Colours’. We found that the website performs well across almost all areas in this mode. 
However, note that the middle section [pictured] is harder to see due to weak colour contrast.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Partial Fail 
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Criterion: (Use of Colour): Colour should not be used as the only visual means 
of conveying information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or 
distinguishing a visual element. 

Fix: Test pages and sections to ensure suitable contrast across the website, 
using tools such as Inverted Colours or High Contrast modes located with your 
OS settings. These are usually found System Preferences/Settings > Display. 

If you are unable implement such changes effectively, using the prefers-
color-scheme @media feature in CSS is useful for targeting OS and browser 
display modes. e.g.: 

@media (prefers-color-scheme: dark) { 

 .header {background: #333; color: white;} 

} 

Please note: most if not all of the issues related to contrast and accessible colour 
modes (such as those mentioned above) will be addressed via suitable 
implementation of colour contrast in the page designs. We suggest you target 
these first before extensive testing. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.1 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-
without-color.html 

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_blindness 

• https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/@media/prefers-color-
scheme 

================================================= 

2.3 
Location/Description: Hyperlink styling is inadequate in most instances (all 
pages). 

Examples:  
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• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/about-us/ – Note how the hyperlinks on this 
page (paragraphs 1-3) rely on colour to distinguish them from normal text. 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/governance-and-accountability/ – When 
using the ‘block view’ switcher, and also the ‘Order by’ links, the colours and styles 
for links are inconsistent every time.  

• Other pages across the site have this same issue with mixing green/orange/
yellow/purple hyperlink styes. 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Information, such as links, conveyed via colour alone ensures users 
who cannot see colour, or are using low-contrast settings, will not perceive the 
information, or find it difficult to interpret. 

Fix: Ensure all hyperlinks across the website are underlined, especially for body 
text. Provide a clear, consistent, high-contrast colour and/or style for all links and 
interactions. Several pages use variations of hyperlink styles. Keep them 
consistent wherever possible across the whole website, especially for main body 
text. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.1 & 3.2.4 (AA) 

• https://baymard.com/blog/formatting-links-for-usability 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-
without-color.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#consistent-identification 

================================================= 

2.4 
Location/Description: Some blocks reflow unexpectedly at reduced or 
increased screen/text sizes (all mobile, URLs given). 

Examples:  

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/governance-and-accountability/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/investments/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/funding-application-process/ 
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• Mobile view at 320px 

(Examples of reflow, on the URLs mentioned above, with increased text sizing.) 

(Examples: content chopping [left] on a mobile device, 320px; horizontal excess scrolling [right] 
on a mobile device when second-tier menus are activated, 320px.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Avoiding the need to scroll in the direction of reading in order to 
reveal lines that are cut off by the viewport is important, because such scrolling 
significantly increases the effort required to read. It is also important that content 
is not hidden off-screen. In addition, the meaning of content should not be 
disturbed by a reflow. 
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Fix: Most page content reflows as expected across the website. However, in the 
URL examples above, the reflow causes layout. Apply CSS fixes to ensure these 
do not occur. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.10 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/reflow.html 

================================================= 

2.5 
Location/Description: Inconsistent component styling used in some instances 
(URLs given). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/ – Homepage examples given below. 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/governance-and-accountability/ 

(Examples inconsistent styling of components – [left] and [right] – with same functionality.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Components that have the same functionality within a set of web 
pages must be identified consistently.  

If there are two components on a web page that both have the same 
functionality as a component on another page in a set of web pages, then all 3 
must be consistent. It may also be confusing and increase the cognitive load for 
people with cognitive limitations. 
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Fix: While it is desirable and best practice always to be consistent within a single 
web page, criteria 3.2.4 here only addresses consistency within a set of web 
pages where something is repeated on more than one page in the set. The 
example above shows that the issue lies with the left (white) control element, 
since the right (green) style is used elsewhere. 

However, test all pages to ensure your component (buttons, controls, etc.) 
styling is kept as consistent as possible across all pages. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 3.2.4 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/consistent-
identification.html 

================================================= 

2.6 
Location/Description: Content is lost in some instances where WCAG text 
spacing requirements are implemented (all pages). 

Examples: 

(Example of text spacing amendments causing menu and search button items to be lost. Tool 
used to generate this image is linked below.) 
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WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: No loss of content or functionality occurs by setting all of the 
following (see below) and by changing no other style property. 

Fix: As well as zooming, certain users may also alter the actual formatting of the 
text of their browser, in order that they can read or digest information more 
easily. As such, your website needs to accommodate text resizing as best as 
possible. Although it is not possible to cover all possible variations, WCAG set a 
minimum threshold of sizing alterations to test. 

Apply the following calculations to the website text in a test CSS file: 

• Line height (line spacing) to at least 1.5 times the font size; 

• Spacing following paragraphs to at least 2 times the font size; 

• Letter spacing (tracking) to at least 0.12 times the font size; 

• Word spacing to at least 0.16 times the font size. 

And check pages for legibility. There is a handy tool for testing this.  

Please note: it is likely that by correcting issue 2.1 in this report, that this issue 
will also be fixed, since they are related.  

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.12 (AA) 

• https://developer.paciellogroup.com/blog/2018/05/short-note-on-getting-
spaced-out-with-sc-1-4-12-text-spacing/ 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing 

================================================= 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3. COLOUR CONTRAST 

3.1 
Location/Description: Poor colour contrast for text on numerous sections and 
elements throughout the website (all pages). 

Examples: 

(Sample instances on the website with insufficient text contrast ratio. The background colours 
against the text colours here fail the 4.5:1 WCAG rule for normal-sized text. See below on how 
to calculate the ratios.) 
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WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Provide enough contrast between text and its background so that it 
can be read by people with moderately low vision (who do not use contrast-
enhancing assistive technology).  

A contrast ratio of 4.5:1 is the minimum (WCAG) 2.1 standard for regular sized 
text. This is defined by the W3C as:  

“text [which is] less than 18 point if not bold and less than 14 point if bold.” 

For areas of large scale text, a greater contrast is needed: a ratio of 3:1. Large 
scale text is defined by the W3C as:  

“text [which] is at least 18 point if not bold and at least 14 point if bold”. 

Fix: This is a site-wide design consideration. Any area(s) where text is placed on 
a background colour, pattern, or image must be tested for suitable contrast 
ratio. The changes can be made via CSS for the most part to change the colours 
used. In other instances, design considerations, such as sizing, may need to be 
made. 

There are several handy tools for manual and automated testing of web page 
elements for colour contrast. Use them to target the required ratios for large and 
standard sized text areas. 
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Some of the best manual testing tools include ‘Contrast Ratio’ (https://contrast-
ratio.com) and the ‘WebAIM: Contrast Checker’ (https://webaim.org/resources/
contrastchecker/), and are simple and quick to use.  

For automated testing, try the ‘Colour Contrast Analyser’ program (https://
developer.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/) by The Paciello 
Group. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.3 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#contrast-minimum 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-
contrast.html 

• https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/ 

• https://contrast-finder.tanaguru.com/ 

• https://contrast-ratio.com/ 

• https://developer.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/ 

================================================= 

3.2 
Location/Description: Poor colour contrast for icons on numerous sections and 
elements throughout the website (all pages). 

Examples: 
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(Sample of instances on the website with insufficient icon/control contrast ratio. The background 
colours against the icon/control colours here fail the 3:1 WCAG rule. Note also the colours used 
on input element borders of the web form. See below on how to calculate the ratios.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Provide enough contrast between icons/images/controls and its 
background so that it can be viewed by people with moderately low vision (who 
do not use contrast-enhancing assistive technology).  

Ensure that active user interface components (i.e., controls), icons, and 
meaningful graphics are distinguishable by people with moderately low vision.  

It is not required that changes in colour that differentiate between states of an 
individual component meet the 3:1 contrast ratio when they do not appear next 
to each other. 

Fix: There are several handy tools for manual and automated testing of web 
page elements for colour contrast, as already outlined in section 3.1. 

Check the contrast of borders for all input elements (text input, radio buttons, 
checkboxes), icons and buttons/controls. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.11 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/non-text-contrast.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#text-spacing 

================================================= 

3.3 
Location/Description: Poor colour contrast for text on photography, on 
numerous sections and elements throughout the website (all pages). 
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Examples:  

(Sample instance [homepage shown, left] with insufficient text/photo contrast ratio [banner 
photos, left]. The background photos used against the text colours here fail the 4.5:1 WCAG 
rule. See below on how to calculate the ratios.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Provide enough contrast between text and its background so that it 
can be read by people with moderately low vision (who do not use contrast-
enhancing assistive technology). 

Fix: Avoid use of photography or image patterns sitting directly behind text, 
unless they can be designed/modified into a single colour(s) which adhere to the 
required ratio.  

In the examples shown on the CLEP website, consider the use of a background 
colour or pattern to darken/colour the photography, proving a suitable contrast 
to the colour of the text on which it is placed. 

For comparison, an example approach on another page was found where the 
contrast was very good, passing the ratio rule successfully: https://
www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/logistics/#asset-174 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.3 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-
contrast.html 

================================================= 
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3.4 
Location/Description: Instances of poor contrast for highlighted text for 
numerous sections and elements throughout the website (all pages). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/develop-our-future-leaders-and-
managers/ – see screenshot below  

(Sample instance [homepage and referenced URL shown] with text highlighting causing poor 
contrast ratio. The icon in the top right of the three boxes [left] fail the 4.5:1 WCAG rule. Note 
how the other two icons at the top in fact pass.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: The colour contrast you set in your ::selection CSS declaration 
needs to be sufficient in order that someone is still able read the text if they 
highlight it. 

Fix: Test text highlighting across all pages, ensuring that the ::selection rule 
is applying an appropriate contrast ratio. Use a base rule to provide sharp 
contrast across as many elements as possible. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.3 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-
contrast.html 

• https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/::selection 

================================================= 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4. HEADINGS 
4.1 
Location/Description: Incorrect use of HTML across various elements designed 
as headings and labels (all pages). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/ – Homepage examples given below. 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/carlisle/ – Note how headings on this page are 
not using heading tags. 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/sectors/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/young-people-careers-in-cumbria/ – Note 
how headings on this page are not using heading tags. 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Heading elements construct a document outline, and should use 
markup tags reflective of this. The reason this is important is because it helps 
people who use screen-readers by ensuring that labels and headings are 
meaningful when read out of context. For example, in a Table of Contents, or 
when jumping from heading to heading within a page. 

Fix: Ensure headings (<h1> through <h6>) are used consistently, throughout the 
site for all content which is designed as a heading. 

Begin with the repeating template content. In the footer, the ‘Stay Updated’ and  
‘Connect with us’ are clear headings for their respective areas. Replace the use 
of <p> with <h4>, <h5>, or <h6> accordingly. 
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For the homepage, The ‘Flagship Investments’ area should use <h3> or <h4> 
for its headings, in place the <p class=“ctitle”>. The same applies for the 
‘Manufacturing’ area and its header – use <hx> tags. 

If you are unable to make these kinds of amendments, use 
role=“heading” (ARIA) to identify all headings instead. 

During the scan, most other pages performed well, using logical heading 
structure and markup flow. However, check all pages for other examples of 
incorrect usage, as outlined above. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.6 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-
mechanisms-descriptive.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#headings-and-labels 

• http://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/ARIA12 

================================================= 

4.2 
Location/Description: Incorrect use of HTML across various elements designed 
as headings and labels (all pages). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/ – Homepage example given below in 
screenshot. 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/governance-and-accountability/ 
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(headingsMap Google Chrome extension: this tool displays a list of headings and highlights out-
of-order elements in red.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Heading elements should be written in a logical sequence.  

The order of heading elements should descend, based on the “depth” of the 
content. For example, a <h4> element should not appear on a page before the 
first <h3> element declaration. 

Fix: A tool such as headingsMap is excellent for quickly identifying ordering 
issues. 

Don’t skip heading levels. If heading levels are being skipped for a specific 
visual treatment, use CSS classes instead. 

Most pages tested performed well. Test all pages, including those examples 
given above, and adjust the markup used accordingly. If this is is infeasible, 
consider the use of the tabindex attribute as a last resort (https://www.w3.org/
TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-focus-order.html).  

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.6 (AA) 

• https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/headingsmap/
flbjommegcjonpdmenkdiocclhjacmbi 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-
mechanisms-descriptive.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#headings-and-labels 

================================================= 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6. IMAGES 
6.3 
Location/Description: Alternative text for complex images and graphics are 
missing or insufficient (URLs given). 

Examples:  

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/facts-figures/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/live-work-invest-in-cumbria/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/lep-structure/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/young-people-careers-in-cumbria/ 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: If the technologies being used can achieve the visual presentation, 
text is used to convey information rather than images of the text.  

Ensure a plain text alternative which lists, for example: points on the map or 
sections of a flowchart. This includes graph axes, data points and labels, or the 
overall information the graphic is communicating. 

Fix: All text found within the graphic must also be included in the alternative 
description.  

In some instances, this may mean you will need to consider converting flat 
images into interactive HTML/CSS elements instead, thus negating the issue 
altogether. 

If this is not feasible or a particular presentation of text is essential to the 
information being conveyed, provide a full text alternative for images such as 
charts, graphs, and maps. In these cases, it is sufficient to do this with the alt 
attribute.  
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For more complex graphics, such as infographics, consider providing a text 
description alongside the image or as a download. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.5 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#images-of-text 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text.html 

================================================= 

6.4 
Location/Description: Some icons and images of text do not contain text to 
convey their meaning (URLs given). 

Examples:  

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/governance-and-accountability/ 

(Examples of icons used which are missing labels either programatically [left] or visibly [right]. 
Elsewhere, the code sample [bottom] highlights how the logotype [CLEP logo] is described as 
“logo”.) 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: If the technologies being used can achieve the visual presentation, 
text is used to convey information rather than images of the text.  
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Ensure a plain text alternative for the overall information the graphic is 
communicating. 

Fix: Specifically related to icons and logos, make sure to always include a text 
alternative either via attributes/code, or visible plain text under the icon itself, 
wherever they are found. 

The CLEP logo in the masthead needs an alt attribute to describe the text 
within the logo, “CLEP logo” or “Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership logo”. 

On the “Governance & Accountability” pages, note also how the icons used 
for .doc and PDF files are missing suitable text equivalents: 

<img src="/resources/images/site_specific/doc_pdf.png" 
alt="Image"> 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.5 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#images-of-text 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text.html 

================================================= 
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7. FORMS 

7.1 
Location/Description: Focusable element (<input> fields and submit buttons) 
missing focus/active styling. (all pages). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: 
Fix: Any element that can receive keyboard focus should have visible styling that 
indicates when the element is focused. You can do this with the :focus CSS 
pseudo-class. 

Apply for both the <input> and the button. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.7 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#focus-visible 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html 

================================================= 

7.2 
Location/Description: Website masthead, main search input field (all pages). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 
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Criterion: All inputs in a form are associated with a corresponding label 
element. 

Fix: Create an association between a <label> and a form <input> by 
specifying the form element's id value as the value of the label's for attribute. 
It is currently hidden by CSS. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.6 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#headings-and-labels 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/headings-and-
labels.html 

================================================= 

7.5 
Location/Description: Missing input control purposes on fields (‘Stay updated’ 
form, footer). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: The content is implemented using technologies with support for 
identifying the expected meaning for form input data.  

A contact form auto-fills in the fields for name, street, post code, city, telephone 
number and email address from autofill values stored in the user's browser. 

Assistive technology can offer a customised way of identifying particular input 
fields, for example drawing on a set of symbols / icons that is familiar to the user, 
to communicate the purpose of the fields visually.  

Fix:  
For the ‘Full Name’ field in this form, include the following attribute: 

• autocomplete=“name” 

For ‘Email Address’ field in this form, include the following attributes: 

• autocomplete=“email” 

• type=“email” 
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Apply these input purposes on any other forms used on the website. Reference 
the following link for the attribute names: https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/
#input-purposes 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.3.5 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/html52/sec-forms.html#sec-autofill 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/identify-input-
purpose.html 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#identify-input-purpose 

================================================= 

7.6 
Location/Description: The visual presentation of input fields used in the search 
and newsletter sign-up forms need a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 against 
adjacent colour(s): (all pages). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: For active controls any visual information provided that is necessary 
for a user to identify that a control is present and how to operate it must have a 
minimum 3:1 contrast ratio with the adjacent colours.  

Also, any visual information necessary to indicate state, such as whether a 
component is selected or focused must also ensure that the information used to 
identify the control in that state has a minimum 3:1 contrast ratio. 

Fix: Related to issue 3.1 (COLOURS) in this report, ensure that form (for buttons, 
input borders, checkboxes, labels etc.) and controls/icons (left/right buttons, 
toggle icons, etc.) have a contrast ratio of 3:1.  

Use CSS to achieve this if it has not already been achieved in issue 3.1, 
mentioned above. 

Reference(s):  
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• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.11 (AA) 

• https://contrast-ratio.com/ 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#non-text-contrast 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/non-text-contrast.html 

================================================= 

7.9 
Location/Description: Status messages lack properties to convey their meaning 
to users with assistive technologies (‘Stay updated’ form, footer). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: In content implemented using markup languages, status messages 
can be programmatically determined through role or properties such that they 
can be presented to the user by assistive technologies without receiving focus. 

Fix: Currently, error/status messages, for example on the Newsletter form, do 
not provide sufficient descriptions.  

<div class=“error_msg”>…… 

Add role=“status” to present status message(s) in combination with the 
current tags used. 

Ensure this is used anywhere else where status/update messages are shown to 
the user. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 4.1.3 (AA) 

• https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Accessibility/ARIA/
ARIA_Techniques/Using_the_status_role 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/status-messages.html 

================================================= 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8. TABLES 
8.1 
Location/Description: Data tables missing <caption> (URLs given). 

Examples:  

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/growing-our-potential/ 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Descriptive labels help users identify specific components within the 
content. Labels and headings do not need to be lengthy. A word, or even a 
single character, may suffice if it provides an appropriate cue to finding and 
navigating content. 

Fix: Add captions to tables. The table's <caption> should describe what kind 
of information the table contains. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.6 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-
mechanisms-descriptive.html 

================================================= 
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10. ANIMATION 
10.1 
Location/Description: Content flashing and fading/loading (all pages, see 
descriptions). 

WCAG 2.1 (A): Partial Fail(s) 

Criterion: Individuals who have photosensitive seizure disorders can have a 
seizure triggered by content that flashes at certain frequencies for more than a 
few flashes. Web pages must not contain anything that flashes more than three 
times in any one second period, or the flash is below the general flash and red 
flash thresholds. 

Fix: The audit found examples whereby loading a page (and particularly when 
revisiting an pre-existing page within the browser) and hovering over the main 
navigation menu causes the entire page to ‘flash’ momentarily. 

Whilst this passes the WCAG 2.1 (2.3.1 A & AAA) specification of less than three 
flashes per second, it is possible certain interactions could cause it to be 
triggered multiple times instead of once. Therefore, this appears to be a 
rendering bug, and should be looked into. 

In addition, all pages on the website appear to use a fade-in/lazy-load technique 
whereby content is faded into the page in sections as the user scrolls the page. 

Again, whilst this does indeed pass the WCAG 2.1 (2.3.1 A & AAA) specification 
of less than three flashes/fades per second, it is possible it could be accidentally 
manipulated to trigger in multiple instances, instead of just once. 

We recommend that all ‘content fading/loading’ is removed across the entire 
website, to avoid this possibility. 
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Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.3.1 (A) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/seizure-does-not-
violate.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#three-flashes-or-below-
threshold 

================================================= 
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12. KEYBOARDS / ASSISTIVE 
TECHNOLOGY 

12.1 
Location/Description: Keyboard focus/active styling missing on numerous 
elements throughout most of the website (all pages). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Any keyboard operable user interface has a mode of operation where 
the keyboard focus indicator is visible. This helps anyone who relies on the 
keyboard to operate the page, by letting them visually determine the 
component on which keyboard operations will interact at any point in time.  

Fix: Ensure that pages are fully operable and visible via keyboard. Diligent use 
of CSS :focus and :active selectors – in conjunction with the :hover states 
which are mostly already in use – will ensure better compatibility.  

For example, navigating the CLEP homepage, note the following when TAB-
keying through the page from top to bottom: 

• ‘Governance’ & ‘Contact’ buttons (as well as all .btn classes) don’t focus; 

• Top level navigation menu items don’t focus; 

• Carousel left/right buttons don’t focus; 

• ‘Sectors’ carousel lacks any focus styling, causes jumping reflow issues; 

We suggest that this issue is tackled first, hence it appears here first in this 
section. 
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Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.7 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#focus-visible 

=================================================  

12.2 
Location/Description: Website masthead, main search input field (all pages). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Focusable element (input field and search button) missing focus 
styling. This is related to 12.1. 

Fix: Any element that can receive keyboard focus should have visible styling that 
indicates when the element is focused. You can do this with the :focus CSS 
pseudo-class. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.7 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/quickref/#focus-visible 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html 

================================================= 

12.3 
Location/Description: Website masthead, social media icons (all pages). 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Interactive elements must be labelled. 
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Fix: According to the fourth rule of ARIA, aria-hidden="true" should not be 
used on a visible, focusable element. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 2.4.7 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/using-aria/#fourth 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html 

================================================= 
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13. MOBILE / TOUCH 

13.1 
Location/Description: Insufficient space between interactive items in order to 
facilitate a scroll area. (all pages, mobile). 

Examples:  

(On mobile [left], there is no space within the main menu area for a user to safely touch without 
activating a link. On the right, an example of how introducing spacing between elements allows 
a user to touch and scroll to elements further down safely.) 
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WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Suggested only 

Criterion: Some people who experience motor control issues such as hand 
tremors may have a very difficult time scrolling past interactive items which 
feature zero spacing. 

Fix: Ensure sufficient finger space between interactive items in order to provide 
a scroll area. Use CSS to create space. For extra clarity, read this article: https://
axesslab.com/hand-tremors/ 

Since this is a recommendation only, it is not required for AA compliance. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

• https://axesslab.com/hand-tremors/ 

================================================= 

13.2 
Location/Description: Horizontal scrolling on mobile (all mobile, URLs given). 

Examples: 

(Example of horizontal excess scrolling [right] on a mobile device when second-tier menus are 
activated, 320px.) 
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WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Avoiding the need to scroll in the direction of reading in order to 
reveal lines that are cut off by the viewport is important, because such scrolling 
significantly increases the effort required to read. Requiring someone to scroll 
horizontally can be difficult for some, irritating for all. 

Fix: Apply CSS fixes to ensure these do not occur. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.10 (AA) 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/reflow.html 

================================================= 

13.3 
Location/Description: Rendering bug on Event listing blocks (homepage, 
mobile). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/ 

(Screenshot of layout rendering bug, causing text to be unreadable. Tested on Firefox browser, 
Android OS.) 
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WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Bug 

Criterion: N/A. 

Fix: Use CSS to fix the layout issue. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

================================================= 

13.4 
Location/Description: Rendering bug on Latest News listing blocks (several 
pages, mobile). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/ 

 

(Screenshot of layout rendering bug, causing text to be unreadable. Tested on Firefox browser, 
Android OS.) 

WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Bug 
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Criterion: N/A. 

Fix: Use CSS to fix the layout issue. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

================================================= 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14. INTERACTION / USABILITY 
14.1 
Location/Description: ‘Jump to top’ button and reCAPTCHA badge obscure 
each other (all pages). 

Examples: 

WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Bug 

Criterion: N/A 

Fix: Remove the reCAPTCHA badge via CSS, with: 

.grecaptcha-badge {display:none;} 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

================================================= 
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14.2 
Location/Description: Scrolling is hijacked by carousel when mouse enter/focus 
is encountered (Homepage). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/ 

WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Bug 

Criterion: N/A 

Fix: Use the mouse wheel to scroll down the centre of the homepage. When the 
‘Sectors’ carousel area is encountered by the mouse, the user can no longer 
scroll. 

Consider disabling scroll via mouse wheel as quick fix. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

================================================= 

14.3 
Location/Description: Logo active area bleeds around search bar, causing 
inaccurate clicks to load the homepage (all pages). 

Examples: 

(Note the active clickable area [dotted purple line] of the logo extends around the search bar. 
Accidental clicks here can cause a page to reload.) 

WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Bug 
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Criterion: N/A 

Fix: Adjust the clickable area by correcting the CSS width on the selector: 

#Logo a {} 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

================================================= 

14.4 
Location/Description: Broken links (URLs given). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/help-for-your-business/ – 1 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/funding-application-process/ – 2 

WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Bug 

Criterion: N/A 

Fix: Ensure there are no broken page/file links on your website. You may wish to 
use an online tool to check these automatically.  

Example 1: “For more information about Inward Investment click here” contains 
a broken link; 

Example 2: “Download Form” contains a broken link. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

• https://error404.atomseo.com/ 

• https://wave.webaim.org/ 

================================================= 
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14.5 
Location/Description: No identifier for external hyperlinks or new tabs/windows 
(URLs given). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/help-for-your-business/ 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/profile/lord-inglewood/ 

WCAG 2.1 (N/A): Recommendation 

Criterion: N/A 

Fix: Provide visual references/styling to users so that they know whether a 
hyperlink will open in a new window/tab, open an external website, or is a 
document/file. 

The URL given has examples of call-to-actions and in page links which look the 
same, but behave differently. The other examples shows a PDF download which 
doesn’t state it is a PDF. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, N/A 

================================================= 

14.6 
Location/Description: Many PDF and Word documents within the ‘Governance’ 
section, and linked elsewhere, are not fully accessible to screen reader software, 
especially those which are scans or photocopies; (URLs given). 

Examples: 

• https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/governance-and-accountability/ 

WCAG 2.1 (AA): Failed 

Criterion: Several of the criteria mentioned elsewhere in this audit for general 
accessibility compliance (such as colour contrast, text styling and formatting) will 
also apply to such documents, not just web pages in the traditional sense. 
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Fix: Naturally, this is a potentially large task, since there is a vast repository of 
documents for download on the website which may or may not comply with 
accessibility standards. 

You will either need to test that key documents do indeed meet this criteria 
(especially those which are highly visible across the website and advertised), or 
more likely, plan to either fix these or replace them with accessible HTML pages. 

Alternatively, you should allow users to request accessible versions of your 
documents on demand. 

At the very least, your Accessibility Statement should explain the reasons 
surrounding potential non-compliance with the types of documents present on 
your website. 

It is beyond the scope of this audit to recommend the processes you will need 
to take on how you are producing and distributing your internal stationary or 
support documents, and the laws surrounding their presence, for compliance. 

Reference(s):  

• WCAG 2.1, 1.4.11 (AA) & 1.4.12 (AA) 

• https://commonlook.com/wcag-2-1-and-pdf-accessibility/ 

• https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/pdf 

================================================= 
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Tools & Applications 
Throughout this report, key tools and applications used to test particular 
accessibility features were included alongside the test cases. 

The list below is a more general collation of the tools used during this report 
and their uses. We place them here also as recommendations for your own 
testing processes, should you need to make use of them in your own 
environment. 

• https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Tools/Accessibility_inspector  
– Firefox Web Developer Tools. Highlights contrast, keyboard, and label issues 
for web developers. 

• https://wave.webaim.org/  
– WAVE (Web Accessibility Evaluation Tool). Automates testing for contrast, 
code and structural errors, ARIA, and more. Also available in browser 
extensions for various modern browsers. 

• https://www.google.com/accessibility/for-developers/  
– Repository for resources and Google Chrome browser extensions, some of 
which are useful for testing purposes. 

• https://www.w3.org/WAI/people-use-web/ 
– Repository of videos and resources of user experience issues and the 
principles behind WAI. 

• https://validator.w3.org/  
– W3C HTML validator for web developers. 

• https://contrast-ratio.com/ 
– Colour contrast ratio testing tool. 

• https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/headingsmap/
flbjommegcjonpdmenkdiocclhjacmbi 
– Headings checker tool extension for Google Chrome. 

• https://support.freedomscientific.com/Downloads/JAWS  
– JAWS, Screen Reading software (Windows) 

• https://webaim.org/articles/voiceover/  
– VoiceOver, Screen Reading software (Mac) 

• https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202562  
– Mac OS Accessibility tools (Mac) 
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• https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/page-structure/  
– Repository of Web Accessibility tutorials for web developers. Often more 
human-readable and example-led than the official documentation. 

=================================================
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